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Travel Guidelines 

 
In order to assure the safety and well-being of every TRIO Pre-College student while traveling, it is 
mandatory to follow the guidelines listed below.  Please review these guidelines with your TRIO Pre-
College student before departure so they know what is expected of them on the trip.  Failure to 
follow the guidelines by any student may result in ineligibility to travel with TRIO Pre-College Programs 
in the future. 
 

 No alcohol, illicit drugs, tobacco or conscience-altering substances may be possessed/used by 
students. 

 Students are expected to behave as young adults.  When traveling and moving about as a 
group all must be respectful, use quiet voices, and there be no running, horseplay or PDA.  We 
will be on campuses where we want to be careful NOT to disturb students who may be studying. 

 TRIO Buddy System – In specific public areas where students may disperse in a confined, 
supervised space, students may (at the discretion of trip director) move in groups of fellow 
participants without direct staff supervision.  Students will be notified of times they are allowed 
to use the “buddy-system” and the privilege is at the discretion of the trip director.  

 Treat fellow students & staff with courtesy and respect at all times. 
 Students must dress appropriately at all times; the TRIO Pre-College Dress Code follows 
 Everyone is responsible for his or her own valuables. 

DRESS CODE 
Students AND Staff are expected to have an appropriate, well-groomed appearance while participating in TRIO 
activities.  Remember to dress appropriately for the season as weather can change dramatically, so be prepared.   
  
TOPS 
Appropriate tops are to be worn at all times, may not be "low cut" and show no cleavage or torso exposure.  All 
shirts have to have sleeves or straps. 
 
BOTTOMS 
All bottoms must be thumb-length or longer. No sagging or hanging bottoms, undergarments are not to be 
exposed. 
 
SHOES 
Some sort of shoe must be worn at all times.  Flip Flops are highly discouraged when activity involves a lot of 
walking.   
 
OTHER  
Clothing, patches, buttons, pins, tattoos, jewelry with sexually suggestive writing/pictures, advocating violence, or 
that may cause injury or constitute a hazard is not permitted are not permitted.  
 
Clothing, patches, pins, tattoos, or jewelry that advocate, advertise, or promote the use of tobacco, alcohol, or 
drugs are not permitted. 
 
Remember, we run a PG-13 program!  


